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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
MINICOMPUTER DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
FOR METAL CUTTING 
by 
ENGIN ORUQ 
Abstract 
A minicomputer controlled analog and digital data 
acquisition system for metal cutting processes is 
described in this investigation. Totally manual systems 
to perform this task are usually very complex, time 
consuming and may be inaccurate. The real-time interactive 
capability of the developed system reduces' the complexity 
of the task. Large amounts of information can be 
obtained at greater speed and with improved accuracy. 
The system is able to keep track of several timed 
sequences simultaneously. The dependent machinability 
parameters such as metal cutting forces, power consumption, 
processing time can easily be recorded. High precision 
for both analog to digital conversion and conversion 
of the digital signals to engineering units is possible. 
Description of programming logic development 
-1- 
and details of input and output design are demonstrated 
in a detailed application. The system is designed with 
sufficient flexibility to permit adaptation to conditions 
and constraints specific to most machine shops. 
•2- 
Chapter lc 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is concerned with the development of an 
interactive metal cutting data acquisition system. The 
basic approach to the development of the software 
utilized a digital minicomputer. With their ability 
to store and manupulate large amounts of information, 
computers allow advance planning of many factors in 
machining operations, which must be worked out on the 
shop floor. By using them as tools to gather and store 
informations on shop operations, finding the optimum 
machine operating point is feasible.(11) But it is not 
the intent of this study to evaluate optimum machining 
parameters. It is rather to point out the complexity 
of the problem, the necessity of the use of computerized 
machinability data acquisition systems. Objectives of the 
developed system can be summarized as follows ; 
1) Computer Assisted 
2) Accurate metal cutting information 
3) Easy-to-use, interactive operator interface 
4) User-oriented (high level) language for programming 
5) Adaptable to the dependent and independent 
variables in a given plant 
6) Ability to capture data at repetitive cycle times 
-3- 
~J 
for use in optimizing calculations 
The preliminary work consisted of reviewing the data 
needs of the computerized machinability systems (10). 
They have many points in common. However, some place 
varying emphasis on different characteristics. But much 
of the systems are company dependent and must "be organized 
for each shop. The resulting computerized system can be 
viewed as to be tailored for the Lehigh University's 
Manufacturing Processes Laboratory. 
Since one of the usual characteristics of any engineering 
development is change, it is essential that the data 
acquisition system lend itself to programming changes.(12) 
In order to minimize efforts, the developed system 
is format variable. The teletypewriter terminal allows 
user interaction with the system. 
Finally, a case study was conducted to demonstrate the 
developed software and its application in a drilling 
operation at the University's Processes Laboratory. 
-4- 
Chapter 2 
PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In view of the large number and range of inde- 
pendent input parameters, it is a difficult task to make 
a meaningful selection of them in any machining operation. 
For example, the independent factors include the cutting 
tool material, tool geometry, the cutting speed, the 
depth of cut, work material hardness, heat treat condition, 
cutting fluid. The establishment of these factors effects 
the output variables such as tool life, metal cutting 
forces, surface finish, processing time, which must 
indeed "be within acceptable limits. Regardless of how 
metal cutting variables are determined, there should be 
an organized body of information available in terms of 
both input parameters and output functions. The tradition- 
al approach for selection of machining parameters is to 
select a conservative set of values from a handbook 
which provides a reasonable 'starting conditions'. 
However, today's efficient machine tools, numerical 
control (NC), direct numerical control (DNC) and computer 
numerical control (CNC) machines require more accurate 
and detailed data (11), which in turn makes possible 
an economic calculation of production rate and cost 
-5- 
and evaluation of processing alternatives. Otherwise 
stated, obtaining accurate, well organized and a large 
pool of machinability data, in terms of "both input 
and output variables, is the primary problem area 
within this thesis. 
-6- 
Chapter 3 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Some of the first documented experimental work 
concerning the relationships among metal cutting 
variables was done "by F.W.Taylor.(1) Taylor realized 
that the economics of machining were affected "by the 
selection of machining parameters, feed rate, speed, 
depth of cut and related variables. In his examination 
of metal cutting phenomena, he developed a logarithmic 
relationship between cutting speed and tool life. Refer 
to equation 1. 
V*Tn = C (equation 1) 
where       V= cutting speed,feet/minute 
T= tool life, minutes 
n= tool life exponent 
C= constant for a given combination of 
cutting conditions expressing the 
speed for a tool life of 1 minute 
As shown in Figure 3-11 if metal removal is done too 
slowly, the job becomes labor intense. If the machining 
operation is done too rapidly, tools wear quickly or 
break and must be replaced. Excessive costs are incurred 
for tool change times and for the tooling itself. The 
problem is made more complex by the various dependent 
-7- 
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Figure 3-1 Total Costs vs. Metal Removal Rates 
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and independent variables. This type of analysis was 
expanded "by such researchers as Gilbert (2), Shaw, Cook 
and Smith (3). In 1963 » ^■am  presented a computer (40 
program which assumes that the tool life equation is 
known. The program allows the selection of an optimum 
combination of cutting speed and feed rate for minimum 
cost per piece. In 1967, M.Field, N.Zlatin (5) presented 
a computerized approach which used detailed machining 
data. James W. Throop (15) and Steven Vogel (12) 
presented papers concerning computer assisted feed and 
speed selection programs and computerized machinability 
systems. Colwell (7) used a minicomputer to process 
cutting force information. E. Zimmers (6) used the 
metal cutting equations along with a systems approach 
to formulate a computer assisted system for generation 
of machining parameters. His software uses the classical 
metal cutting cost describtions coupled with on-file 
cutting conditions of many sources including shop 
experimental or standard machinability recommendations. 
Another system, developed by Metcut Research Associates 
Incorporated, considers both the cost of operating 
the machine tool and tool reconditioning. Each of the 
individual factors comprising both types of costs 
-9- 
along with the total cost and operating time is calcu- 
lated and printed out by the computer. 
Finally, it should "be noted that all the systems mentioned, 
whether manual or computerized, must have machinability 
data. The digital computer with an analog to digital 
converter (A/D) is beginning to replace the analog 
recording methods. The minicomputer is a rapid and 
economical approach to the problem of acquiring and 
analysing large quantities of data and preserving them 
in several formats for evaluation. 
-10- 
Chapter h 
ANALYSIS 
Zimmers (6) looked at the problem of data 
collection from a machining data costs vs. potential 
savings standpoint. Although his system has several 
levels of sophistication, each level can be visualized 
as relationships among machining operations, the cost 
of collecting machining data- and the savings which 
can result. Figure 4-1 illustrates that if the cost 
of machinability data can be reduced, its value and 
applicability will increase. 
The types of machinability data, which are 
available for metal cutting conditions, can be grouped 
in three categories. The first type is that which is 
contained in handbooks. The most comprehensive of 
these is the Machining Data Handbook (4 ) which is 
published by the Machinability Data Center, Cincinnati 
Ohio. An improved type of handbook is that developed 
by specific companies or special departments within a 
company. These handbooks tend to reflect actual 
shop operational data on specific components. A third 
type of data is expanded machinability data, relating 
variations in speeds, feed rates, tools, etc., to tool 
-11- 
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Figure 4-1 How Data Collection Costs Affect 
Total Savings 
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life, surface finish, forces, etc. Expanded data can 
be obtained in two ways, first, by running shop 
experiments when machining actual components and second 
by varying input parameters in an organized manner 
and keeping record of the output functions. Efficient 
operation of today's machine tools require this type 
of data, tailored to the particular operation or work 
element which make economic calculations possible.(15) 
Given all these factors, it is a logical conclusion 
that the minicomputer can be a rapid and economical 
approach to acquiring and analysing the expanded 
data. It is reasonable to conclude that the minicomputer 
is more attractive than mannual methods for the 
following reasons ; 
A. Large amounts of informationare obtainable 
at greater speed and with improved accuracy. Multiple 
channel inputs can be rapidly scanned and recorded. Both 
analog to digital conversion and conversion of the 
digital signals to engineering units can be performed 
with great precision. A basic real-time monitoring 
system is shown in the block diagram in Figure 4-2. The 
principal elements are ; 
i) Data acquisition hardware that monitors sensor 
points and outputs control signals 
-13- 
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Figure 4-2 Basic System Block Diagram 
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ii) A minicomputer to periodically scan the sensor 
points, process point data changes and output control 
commands 
iii) A cathode Ray Tube (CRT) or teletypewritter terminal 
for operator display of system status and for entering 
commands to control functions 
iv) A printer to produce hard copy reports 
v) A disk for storing application programs, reference 
data files, system status and permanent logging of 
the system information (16,19) 
B. Since the technical knowledge exists to 
construct a useful mathematical model of any metal 
cutting process (11), there is a great deal of informa- 
tion available through the application of computerized 
data collection system* Metal cutting data can be 
transformed rapidly into useful relationships, which 
in fact, permits the use of this information on the 
shop floor. 
It is interesting to note that new applications open 
up as a result of the availability of data. The system 
can be adapted to influence more areas of the 
manufacturing cycle. For example, as T.Johnson (9) 
proposed, the processing times of the machinability 
-15- 
data system may be used for determining wage incentive 
rates for numerical control (N/C) machines. High 
speed acquisition rates can extend the technical 
capability of the system. For example, the digital 
minicomputer can be programmed to initiate new action 
just as easily as it may be made to analyze the old 
action. Thus the loop may be closed and one may control 
as well as monitor. (14) Control functions are those 
related to manipulation of the process; that is, 
functions which cause the process to change in some 
way. For example, changing the position of a control 
valve changes the flow of a stream which may cause, 
in turn, some process temperature to change. The 
computer functions which determine how much to move 
the valve and actually move it are control functions. 
The fundamental control objective in computer process 
control is to keep certain key process variables as 
near to the desired values as possible as much of the 
time as possible. (18) 
-16- 
Chapter 5 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
The principal design task in this thesis was 
to interface process monitoring sensors to the appropriate 
data acquisition hardware. In addition, computer software 
was developed to perform the desired analysis functions. 
The basic functions that the designed system is capable 
of performing, are as follows ; 
Analog and digital data acquisition 
Scaling and conversion of data 
Data logging 
Data formatting and editing 
Keyboard inputs 
Visual displays 
Limit comparison and alarming 
Event and sequence recording and monitoring 
Computations 
These would be described in greater detail as follows; 
'"'.Analog and Digital Data Acquisition 
Analog data refers to the numerical values of the 
process variables such as metal cutting forces, power 
consumption. Digital data consists of binary information 
obtained from the teletypewritter, inputs from the 
real-time clock, keystrokes to interrupt the system, 
-17- 
keyboard inputs of the immeasurable variables such 
as operator name, work material type, operation name, 
tool geometry, work material . 
.Scaling and Conversion of Data 
Scaling and conversion of data consist of the following 
operations ; 
i) Dividing by the amplifier-attenuator setting 
ii)Converting to engineering units by using the 
appropriate formula 
iii) Calibration 
.Data Logging 
Data logging application involves the scanning of 
analog signals, converting them into digital format 
and storing them in the computer memory. 
.Limit Comparison and Alarming 
The function of limit comparison serves to tell the 
operator of the status of computer memory space available 
during the particular operation. When the memory space 
is full, data acquisition stops and the operator 
will be informed of the situation. Limit comparison 
and alarming is also used for the setting the scaling 
for the amplifier-attenuator. 
SYSTEM HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS 
The designed system utilizes a digital PDP 11/34- 
-18- 
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Figure 5-1 Data System Hardware Configuration 
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minicomputer sytem, manufactured by Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts. The system provides 
16-bit processing capability with numerous options 
and memory capacity of 128000 storage locations. (128 K) 
It is designed as a computational tool for high speed, 
real-time applications and for multi-user, multi-task 
applications. The components and peripherals connect to 
and communicate with each other on a single high speed 
bus known as the Unibus. With bidirectional and 
asynchronous communications on the Unibus, devices can 
send, receive and exchange data independently without 
processor intervention. (20,22) The computer system 
block diagram for the designed data system is shown 
in Figure 5-1• The analog subsystem of the computer 
is an amplifier-per-channel subsystem for fast low-noise 
measurement of low level analog data. This provides 
a preamplifier for each analog input channel. (23) 
The analog data recording in the designed system is 
done in the following manner ; 
The output voltage from the multi-channel analog recorder 
which is attached to various sensors and transducers 
is sampled and each sample converted to an equivalent 
binary number. Analog to digital converter can then 
communicate its binary output to the computer. This 
-20- 
) 
"binary output is converted to user terms and stored. 
The number of channels are multiplexed to a common 
input-output channel via the same analog to digital 
converter. Since the full scale voltages from different 
transducers may vary widely, each channel of the analog 
recorder will "be scaled up or down, the gain "be set 
to suit a particular transducers. The computer program 
'ZERO' to calibrate the channels is shown in 
Appendix II. 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
The general guideline used in this thesis is 
to collect sufficient metal cutting data which permits 
the cutting operation to be repeated with the same 
effect on the dependent metal cutting variables. 
Otherwise stated, there must be enough specific data 
to guarantee that the dependent variables, such as 
processing time, power consumption, metal cutting 
forces will be reproduced within a controllable 
range of variability. This will enable, for each 
particular combination of input parameters, sufficient 
data storage space to record up to 500 measurements 
of each of the output variables. Each combination 
of input parameters, to gether with the output 
-21- 
values, is stored seperately under the name of the 
test set, refer to Figure 5-2-  To "be credible, the 
design considers the typical (13) machinability data 
formats. The format for the input variables is shown 
in Figure 1-5. It is important to note that the design 
includes reference to the time study element. It uses 
the real-time clock of the PDP-ll/3^ computer system 
to record the processing time, to scan the multi-channel 
inputs in predetermined time intervals. The system logic 
flowchart is presented in Figures 5-2,5-3t5-^>5-5  and 
5-6. 
PROGRAM EXECUTION ■ 
An interactive session of the system begins 
when the user establishes permission to use the 
computer resources. It is called as "LOGIN" procedure. 
For further details of the procedure and source 
program execution, refer to Appendix I. The system 
operates and performs the following tasks as described 
below ; 
1. Scaling and calibration. The program "ZERO" 
interrogates the user concerning input channel 
selection and provides information with respect to 
the input voltage value for that channel. 
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LOGIN 
SL 
CALL 
ZERO 
G> 
*  
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Jfc- 
CALL 
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-$\  BETWEEN SAM- 
PLES (CYCTIM) 
20 
Figure 5-2   Logic Flowchart for Main Program 
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30) £ SET TIMER 
CALL 
SAMPLE 
HAVE  \ Yes 
GOTTEN A 2 
JCEYSTR 
CANCEL QIO* 
STOP MONITO- 
RING 
^7  
PR1! NT i 
"MONITORING 
STOPPED,MEMC- 
RY SPACE. 
KD 
KE) 
* System interrupt command 
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PRINT 
IMMEDIATE 
RESULTS 
Figure 5-3  Logic Flowchart For Subroutine HOLE 
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SAMPLE 
INITIALIZE 
A/D* PARAME- 
 (EARS" 
GET READINGS 
FROM A/D 
COMPLETED?\1£D ^ 
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CONVERT A/D 
READINGS TO 
USER TERMS 
CALL 
ABORT 
RETURN 3 
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Figure 5-4  Logic flowchart for the Subroutine SAMPLE 
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INIT 
CALL 
DATE 
CALL 
TIME 
ENTER BASE; 
CUTTING 
CONDITION? 
RETURN 
Figure 5-5    Logic Flowchart for Subroutine INIT 
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-£>[  RETURN 
Figure 5-6    Logic Flowchart For Subroutine ABORT 
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2. Creation of storage location. The main prog- 
ram runs after the program "ZERO" and acquires the name 
of the test set in an interactive mode. The name of the 
test set is used to create a magnetic disk file for 
the storage of the particular combination of the 
metal cutting variables. 
3. Initialization of metal cutting independent 
variables.  The initialization routine is called and 
the independent metal cutting variables are entered via 
terminal by the user. The program " SUBROUTINE INIT" 
also prints the necessary instructions to start the 
data monitoring. 
4. Data monitoring.  The user enters the 
sampling rate according to the instructions. Data 
monitoring of the dependent process variables will 
start when the user depresses the 'RETURN' key of the 
terminal and another depress to the keyboard stops 
the monitoring. Data monitoring is performed by 
"SUBROUTINE HOLE". 
5. Conversion of analog to digital converter . 
readings to user terms. This is performed by 
"SUBROUTINE SAMPLE". 
-31- 
6. Output of results. At the moment, data 
monitoring termination routine executes and the user 
will have three alternative courses of action. He 
can have the immediate results of the monitored data 
or he can continue experimenting with a new set of 
independent variables or he can take the output of the 
whole data, stored under the name of the data set. 
7. Error massages. The subroutine "ABORT" 
is written to inform the user about the type of failure 
during monitoring. It can be an analog to digital 
converter failure or it may be caused by an unknown 
source. 
Figure 1-5 is an interactive session of the system 
for a single point turning operation of a typical 
company. 
-32- 
Chapter 6 
? CASE STUDY 
In order to validate concepts developed during 
the course of the thesis, a case study is presented 
in chapter 6. The capabilities of the system is 
demonstrated in conduction with the research done 
at Lehigh University's Manufacturing Processes Laboratory. 
The goal of the work is to analyse the machinability 
characteristics of the new materials, which will "be 
used for brake shoes in automobiles. The most 
important machining parameters are the torque and 
thrust values developed in counterboring the new 
materials, the tool life and the power consumption 
with respect to different feed rates, tool geometry, 
tool material. The experimental procedure is contained 
in Appendix II. Figure 6-1 shows the location of 
sensors on the drill press to monitor torque and 
thrust. The power consumption is recorded with a 
clamp-on ammeter, measuring the ampere input values 
to the drill press motor. The horse power requirement 
of the process is than calculated by converting 
ampere readings to units of horse power using 
the following formula ; 
-33- 
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Figure 6-1 Location of sensors in DRILLING 
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V-D-  240 Volts K Ampere Reading  (*„„„+*„„  o\ HP ?45.7 Watts/hp       (Equation 2) 
where the denominator is the conversion factor from 
watt to horsepower. Torque, thrust and power values 
are sensed during short time intervals while the 
thickness of cut is changing. This yields extra 
information with respect to the instantaneous 
condition of the process makes it possible to identify 
differences between sharp and dull tools. The system 
also records the process time and calculates the tool 
life by using a modified version of the Taylor's tool 
life equation. The following equation is derived from 
the accelerated tool life tests of the research 
program, refer to Appendix II. 
V x T,20x F'2^ = 400  (Equation 3) 
where; 
VJ Cutting speed (rpm) 
Fi Feed rate (ipr) 
T: Tool life in minutes 
Figure 6-2 shows the output forms of the experiment. 
The application of the thesis software reduced the time 
required for testing. Experimental accuracy also 
improved.  The extra information from the experiment 
expanded the scope of the test. 
- -35- 
Enter the name of the test set (<= 6 char) 5 HIX11 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MIX11.ABX 
Please enter name of operator*  ENGIN ORUC 
Enter name of operation* COUNTERBORE 
Enter work material'  MIX11 
Enter surface condition* CLEAN 
Enter tool material *  CARBIDE 
Enter tool geometry:  MAIN DIA=.410' PILOT DIA=.15B' SHARP 
Enter cuttina fluid:  DRY 
Einter speed (rpm)5 600. 
Enter feed (ipr) :  0.010 
Enter depth of cut <in)J 0.325 (MAJOR DIA) 
Enter surface finish:  200 RMS 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(.0 if done) : 1 
To start monitoring t   hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring 5 
E:nd of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
0BS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM <ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 15.2 .  5.1 
-> 48.0 73.6 5.8 
3 48.0 86.5 5.8 
4 48.0 93.4 5.8 
5 58.7 104.5 7.1 
6 58.7 114.0 7.1 
7 69.4 117.5 8.4 
8 42.7 0.0 ^\ 5.1 
9 37.4 0.0 4.5 
Enter number of seconds bet ween th 
(0 if done)! 1 
To start monitoring t   hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring: ■'     , 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? ypg 
Figure 6-2    System Output for Counterbore Testing 
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OPS TORUUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 0.0 5.1 
2 42.7 61.8 5.1 
3 48.0 84.7 5.8 
4 48.0 85.7 5.8 
5 48.0 98.9 5.8 
6 64.1 112.1 7.7 
7 64.1 116.8 7.7 
8 48.0 15.8 5.8 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 1 
To start monitoring » hit 3 RETURN. 
When the hole is finished? hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring? 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
OPS TORQUE THRUST      POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb)       (hp) 
1 42.7 0.0      5.1 
2 48.0 68.8       5.8 
3 48.0 79.1       5.8 
4 48.0 83.5       5.8 
5 53.4 105.4       6.4 
6 64.1 114.4       7.7 
7 64.1 117.7       7.7 
8 10.7 11.9       1.3 
9 -5.3 0.0      -0.6 
Inter number of seconds between the samples 
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PIP Ti:=MIXll.ABX 
Test Set! MIX11. 
Today:  26-APR-80     14 523:01 
Operator:  ENGIN ORUC 
Operation:  COUNTERBORE 
Work material:  MIX11 
Surface condition:  CLEAN 
Tool Material:  CARBIDE 
Tool life(min):   41.6 i 
Tool Geometry:  MAIN DIA=.410" PILOT DIA=.158" SHARP 
Cuttind Fluid:  DRY 
Depth of cut <in) : 0.325 (MAJOR DIA) 
Surface finish:  200 RMS 
Cutting speed (rpm):   600.     Feed rate (ipr): 0.01000 
Hole Number    1 
Started Data Acquisition: 14:25:43 ■Recorded one sample every    1 seconds. 
Data acquisition successfully completed. 
Took      9 samples. 
Finish of Data Acctuisition : 14:25:56 
OBS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) <lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 15.2 5.1 
2 48.0 73.6 5.8 
3 48.0 86.5 5.8 
4 48.0 93.4 5.8 
5 58.7 104.5 7.1 
6 58.7 114.0 7.1 
7 69.4 117.5 8.4 
8 42.7 0.0 5.1 
9 37.4 0.0 4.5 
Hole Number    2 
Started Data Acauisition: 14:27:22 
Recorded one sample every    1 seconds. 
Data acauisition successfully completed. 
Took     13 samples. 
Finish of D3ta Acauisition : 14:27:34 
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OBS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUH (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 0.0 5.1 
*y 42.7 61.8 5.1 
3 48.0 84.7 5.8 
4 48.0 85.7 5.8 
5 48.0 98.9 5.8 
6 <S4.1 112.1 7.7 
7 64.1 116.8 7.7 
8 48.0 IS.8 5.8 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hole Number    3 
Started Data Acauisition: 14:29513 
Recorded one sample every    1 seconds. 
Data acquisition successfully completed. 
Took     9 samples. 
Finish of Data Acauisition : 14129:21 
OBS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 0.0 5.1 
2 48.0 68.8 5.8 
3 48.0 79.1 5.8 
4 48.0 83.5 5.8 
5 53.4 105.4 6.4 
6 64.1 114.4 7.7 
7 64.1 117.7 7.7 
8 10.7 11.9 1.3 
9 -5.3 0.0 -0.6 
RUN DRILL 
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Enter the name of the test set <<= 6 char) t   MIX12- 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MIX12.ABX 
Please enter name of operator? ENGIN ORUC 
Enter name of operation: COUNTERBORE 
Enter work material'  MIX-11 
Enter surface condition! CLEAN 
Enter tool material:  CARBIDE 
Enter tool geometry:  MAIN DIA=.410* PILOT DIA=.158* SHARP 
Enter cutting fluids  DRY 
Enter speed (rr>m)J 400. 
Enter feed (ipr) :  0.016 
Enter depth of cut (in): 0.325(MAJOR DIA) 
Enter surface finish:  200 RMS 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 1 
To start monitoring > hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hittina the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring: 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
POWER 
(hp) 
0BS TORQUE THRUST 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) 
1 56.1 33.1 
2 64.1 82.3 
3 64.1 106.2 
4 64.1 114.4 
5 80.1 118.0 
6 88.1 119.2 
7 56.1 0.0 
8 48.0 0.0 
4.5 
5.1 
5.1 
5.1 
6.4 
7.1 
4.5 
3.9 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 1 
To start monitoring » hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring: 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? NO 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 2 
To start monitoring * hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start mnnitorint! 
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End of monitoring. I he results will he written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
DBS TORQUE THRUST F0UER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp> 
1 48.0 16.7 3.9 
2 64.1 102.6 5.1 
3 88.1 117.6 7.1 
4 48.0 0.0 3.9 
5 -8.0 0.0 -0.6 
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done)? 2 
To start monitoring » hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring! 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? NO 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done)! 0 
>PIP TIi=MIX12.ABX 
Test Set! MIX12. 
Today!  26-APR-80     14!33!25 
Operator! ENGIN 0RUC 
Operation!  C0UNTERB0RE 
Work material!  MIX-11 
Surface condition!  CLEAN 
Tool Material!  CARBIDE 
Tool life(min)!  175.7 
Tool Geometry!  MAIN DlA=.410' PILOT DIA=.158" SHARP 
Cutting Fluid!  DRY 
Depth of cut (in) ! 0.325(MAJ0R DIA) 
Surface finish!  200 RMS 
Cutting speed <rpm)!   400.     Feed rate (ipr)J 0.01600 
Hole Number    1 
Started Data Acouisition! 14!37!29 
Recorded one sample every    1 seconds. 
Data acouisition successfully completed. 
Took     8 samples. 
Finish of Data Acouisition ! 14!37!36 
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OPS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) <U>> <hr>> 
1 56.1 33.1 4.5 
2 64.1 82.3 5.1 
3 64.1 106.2 5.1 
4 64.1 114.4 5.1 
5 80.1 118.0 6.4 
6 88.1 119.2 7.1 
7 56.1 0.0 4.5 
8 48.0 0.0 3.9 
Hole Number    2 
Started Data Acctuisition: 14S38J54 
Recorded one sample every   1 seconds. 
Data acquisition successfully completed. 
Took     11 samples. 
Finish of Data Acctuisition 5 14t39:04 
0BS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM <ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 56.1 22.0 4.5 
2 56.1 76.0 4.5 
3 64.1 103.4 5.1 
4 64.1 113.6 5.1 
5 80.1 117.6 6.4 
6 80.1 103.8 6.4 
7 56.1 0.0 4.5 
8 24.0 0.0 1.9 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 o.o 0.0 0.0 
Hole Number   3 
Started Data Acouisition: 14M0501 
Recorded one sample every    2 seconds. 
Data acctuisition successfully completed. 
Took     7 samples. 
Finish  of  Pata  Acctuisition   :   14240*13 
0BS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 48.0 16.7 3,9 
2 64.1 102.6 5.1 
3 88.1 117.6 7.1 
4 48.0 0.0 3.9 
5 -8.0 0.0 -0.6 
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Enter the name of the test set (<= 6 char) S MIX13 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MIX13.ABX 
Please enter name of operator?  ENGIN ORUC 
Enter name of operation ! COUNTERBORE 
Enter work material!  MIX11 
Enter surface condition* CLEAN 
Enter tool material*  CARBIDE 
Enter tool geometry!  MAIN DIA=.410" PILOT DIA=.158" DULL 
Enter cutting fluid!  DRY 
Enter speed (rpm)5 600. 
Enter feed (ipr) !  0.016 
Enter depth of cut (in)! 0.325 (MAJOR DIA) 
Enter surface finish!  200 RMS 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done)! 2 
To start monitoring » hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring! 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? Y 
0BS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 37.4 20.6 4.5 
2 53.4 103.5 6.4 
3 42.7 0.0 5.1 
4 42.7 0.0 5.1 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done)! 2 
To start monitoring >   hit a RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring! 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
0BS 
NUM 
TOROUE 
(ft-lb) 
THRUST 
(lb) 
POWER 
(hp) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
42.7 
53.4 
26.7 
0.0 
24.1 
103.1 
0.0 
0.0 
5. 
6. 
3. 
0. 
1 
4 
0 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done)! 2 
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I'o start monitoring r hit a Kb. IUKN. ' 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the Key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring: 
End of monitoring. The results will he written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
OBS 
NUM 
TORQUE 
<ft-lb> 
THRUST 
<lb) 
POWE 
(hp) 1
1 
2 
3 
4 
42.7 
48.0 
48.0 
37.4 
20.0 
102.6 
0.0 
0.0 
5, 
5, 
5, 
4, 
,1 
.8 
.8 
,5 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 1 
To start monitoring r   hit a  RETURN. 
When the hole is finished* hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring' 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk file. 
Should the results also be printed here? YES 
POWER 
<hp) 
OBS TORQUE THRUST 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) 
1 42.7 17.5 
2 48.0 73.6 
3 53.4 102.2 
4 74.7 113.4 
5 42.7 0.0 
6 37.4 0.0 
7 42.7 0.0 
5.1 
5.8 
6.4 
9.0 
.5.1 
4.5 
5.1 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done): 0 
>PIP Ti:=MIX13.ABX 
Test Set: MIX13. 
Today.'  26-APR-80     14:53:05 
Operator:  ENGIN ORUC 
Operation:  COUNTERBORE 
Work material:  MIX11 
Surface condition!  CLEAN 
Tool Material:  CARBIDE 
Tool life(min):   23.1 
Tool Geometry:  MAIN DIA=,410" PILOT DIA=.158* BULL 
Cutting Fluid:  DRY 
Depth of cut (in) : 0.325 (MAJOR DIA) 
Surface finish:  200 RMS 
Cutting speed (rp»)!   600.     Feed rate (ipr).* 0.01600 
-kk- 
Hole Number    1 
Started Data Acouisition: 14S56J23 
Recorded one sample every    2 seconds. 
Data acouisitlon successfully completed. 
Took     4 samples. 
Finish of Data Acouisition : 14J56:30 
POWER 
(hp) 
OPS TORQUE THRUST 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) 
1 37.4 20.6 
2 53.4 103.5 
3 42.7 0.0 
4 42.7 0.0 
4.5 
6.4 
5.1 
5.1 
Hole Number    2 
Started Data Acouisition: 14:57535 
Recorded one sample every    2 seconds. 
Data acouisition successfully completed. 
Took     4 samples. 
Finish of Data Acouisition : 14:57:41 
OPS 
NUM 
TORQUE 
(ft-lb) 
THRUST 
(lb) 
F'OUER 
(hp) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
42.7 
53.4 
26.7 
0.0 
24.1 
103.1 
0.0 
0.0 
5. 
6. 
3. 
0. 
1 
4 
2 
0 
Hole Number    3 
Started Data Acouisition: 14J59:25 
Recorded one sample every    2 seconds. 
Data acouisition successfully completed. 
Took     4 samples. 
Finish of Data Acouisition : 14:59:31 
0BS TORQUE THRUST POWER 
NUM (ft-lb) (lb) (hp) 
1 42.7 20.0 5.1 
2 48.0 102.6 5.8 
3 48.0 0.0 5.8 
4 37.4 0.0 4.5 
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Chapter 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
The digital minicomputer can be used to 
assist in the task of providing metal cutting informa- 
tion for process planning. It has shown that the metal 
cutting conditions of feed, speed, processing time, 
power consumption, cutting forces and the tool 
geometry, tool material and related factors can be 
collected and stored in a generalized format through 
process monitoring and interrogating the operator 
by a digital minicomputer. 
The designed data acquisition system has 
demonstrated a potential for reducing time required 
to collect machinability data while expanding the 
scope of testing and improved data accuracy. The use 
of the system provided processing time data for work 
measurement and extra information which was sensed 
during the short time intervals about the instanta- 
neous condition of the metal cutting process. 
It has shown that an on-line file structure 
oriented to interactive use, which frees the user 
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from the need to become involved with hardware 
details, is an effective tool. The system indicated 
a sharp reduction in the complexity of the machin- 
ability tests. Interaction of the user also 
contributed to efficient testing. In most cutting 
problems there are many combinations of metal cutting 
variables. Based on the measured values of such factors 
as metal cutting forces, processing time, power, the set 
of all possible solutions can be narrowed to relatively 
few because of practical considerations. Prompt 
replies of the system to data output requests helped 
to this purpose. 
-*7- 
APPENDIX I 
Lehigh University Industrial Engineering 
Department Minicomputer System 
Every interactive session of the system begins 
when the user establishes permission to use the computer 
resources. This called "LOG IN" procedure, see Figure 1-1. 
After establishing identity and validity of the user, 
the computer puts the session into MCR mode. (21). All 
utility programs can be invoked from this mode. Compila- 
tion of Fortran programs is accomplished by invoking 
the FORTRAN compiler and specifying the source files 
to be processed, see Figure 1-2. The system files are 
stored in the systems directory. Next the Task Builder 
is used to construct a task image. Finally, task 
execution is initiated by using the appropriate system 
commands, see Figure 1-3* 
The modification and deletion of system files 
can be accomplished in various ways. Figure 1-4 is an 
example of an interactive session to modify the 
existing file. In this case, user adds a new statement 
to the subroutine 'ABORT'. He uses the system editor 
and enters the input mode. He than locates the program 
step to enter the new command. The next step is to exit 
from the input mode. 
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HELLO 
ACCOUNT OR NAME: ORUC 
PASSWORD: 
RSX-11M BL26  MULTI-USER SYSTEM 
GOOD EVENING 
22-APR--80 20J25 LOGGED ON TERMINAL TTO: 
Remember:  If it happens* it must be possible. 
>PIP /BR 
DIRECTORY DKi:C44»13 
DRILL.CMD?2 
ABORT.FTNrl 
DRILL.FTNJ11 
HOLE.FTNJIO 
SAMPLE.FTNrl 
0YA.FTNJ16 
PRINTS.FTN?20 
ZERO.FTNJ12 
DRILL.0DLJ6 
H0LE.FTNJ11 
DRILL.FTNJ10 
INIT.FTNJ70 
Figure 1-1 LOG IN Procedure 
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LOG IN 
-St 
Invoke Edit-H" 
or 
Get into 
^input mod* 
Input Mode 
Create new 
File 
rom input 
Mode to Edi- 
Mode 
Close the> 
file, EXIT 
Compile Program 
Taskbuild Prog. 
,Run Program 
Log Out 
*+*—.  
Figure 1-3 PDP 11/3^ RSX Editor 
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* 
data ma::smp/500/ 
* 
c** 
*e;sit 
CEXIT3 
>edi drill.ftn 
C00036 LINES READ IN3 
CPAGE    03 
* 
program drill 
* 
c** 
* 
c** This program is the main proaram for the ABEX drill testing 
* 
c*# 
* 
integer i» cyctim 
* 
common /math/ speedrfeed»tllife 
* 
byte test(ll), dum(6> 
*exit 
CEXIT3 
>edi abort.ftn 
C00020 LINES READ IN3 
CPAGE    13 
* 
SUBROUTINE ABORT (WHY,VALUE) 
INTEGER WHYF VALUE 
* 
C 
C       CANCEL QI0 REQUESTS ON DEVICE 2 (TIJ) 
C 
* 
*t 
*i 
CALL QIO C12r2»3> 
SUBROUTINE ABORT (WHYtVALUE) 
INTEGER WHY, VALUE 
common /math/speedffeed»tllife 
*exit 
CEXIT3 
>edi prints.ftn 
C0001B LINES READ IN3 
CPAGE    13 
* 
* 
*t 
subroutine PRINTS (devno) 
common /values/ toroue<500)t   thrust(500)» power<500>> sample 
real thrustt   toroue» power 
subroutine PRINTS (devno) 
Figure  1-4     File Modification  Procedure 
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Enter the name of the test set (<= 6 char) : SAMPLE 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 
7 
SAMPLE.ABC 
Please enter name of operator:  ENGIN ORUC 
Enter name of operation: SINGLE POINT TURNING 
Enter work material:  B1112 FREE CUTTING STEEL 
Enter surface condition: CLEAN 
Enter tool material:  USS CEMENTED CARBIDE 
Enter tool Geometry:  0 DEG. SCE ANGLE*.050 NOSE RADIUS 
Enter cutting fluid:  DRY 
Enter speed (rpin)5 600. 
Enter feed <ipr) :  0,0125 
Enter tool life (min )J 60. 
Enter depth of cut (in): 0.100 
Enter surface finish:  200 RMS 
Enter number of seconds between the samples 
(0 if done).* 2 
To start monitoring » hit a RETURN. 
When the cut is finished? hit any key. 
Hitting the key will stop the monitoring. 
Hit RETURN to start monitoring: 
End of monitoring. The results will be written to the disk 
Should the results also be printed here? 
Figure  1-5 An interactive Session of the system 
for a single point turning operation 
APPENDIX II 
Procedure for Counterbore Testing 
A. Test Cycle 
1. Mount counterbore in drill press 
2. Clamp work material in vise 
3. Set speed on drill press 
4. Set feed rate on drill press 
5. Set depth of cut on drill press 
6. Set the terminal near the drill press 
and run the computer program 
7. Turn on  drill press 
8. Depress 'RETURN* key to start monitoring 
9. Depress 'RETURN' key to stop monitoring 
10. Turn off the drill press 
11. Return to step 1 of the test cycle 
B. Test Sequence 
1. Materials MIX11,MIX12,MIX13. 
2. Speed 600 rpm 
3. Feed 0.01 ipr 
4. Depth of cut 0.325 in (Major Diameter) 
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2.  Test Data Results for Accelerated Tool 
Life Tests 
Cutting Conditions t 
Speed = 600 rpm 
Feed = 0.01 ipr 
Depth of Cut =0.080 in/cut 
MIX 11 
Cut in^ of Nose Wear 
Number material (thousands of 
removed 
.180 
an inch) 
1 
2 • 504 — 
3 .920 .25 
4 1.412 
.75 
5 1.968 1.35 6 2.520 
MIX 12 
1.75 
1 .416 6.3 
2 .832 10.9 
3 1.248 13.5 
4 1.664 14.7 
5 2.080 16.6 
6 2.496 
MIX13 
24.0 
1 0.215 0.39 
2 0.62 0.55 
3 1.47 0.74 
4 1.75 r.o4 
5 1.97 1.18 
6 2.19 1.25 
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PROGRAM ZERO 
integer contrl(1)rinfo<1)rst3tus(2) 
integer pa ram (6)        t 
real volt 
byte charm* char 
type 1 
accept  2*   char\n 
1 foririat</   enter  channel   number   (zero  or  one)*   '**) 
2 format   <il) 
contrl (1 >=charin 
call getadr (paramrchar) 
param<2)=l 
call asicln (1) 
10     continue 
call aird (1* contrl t   info* status* 1) 
20      if (status(l) .e<a. 0) go to 20 
if (status(l) .ne. l)call abort(1* status( 1)) 
volt=10.24/i.*float(info(l>)/32676. 
d      type #* 'volt = "*volt 
ch3r = "0 
if (volt .It. -.1) char = '-' 
if (volt .at. .1) char = '7 
call aio ("410*5* 1 * * rf.arani) 
call waitfr (1) 
slo to 10 
end 
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